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28 and closure wall 26 being secured to the opposite side
of the top wall 14 by a hinge 30.
The interior of the body of the case is divided into two
side compartments 32 and 34 by a vertical partition wall

36, the compartments being defined by the partition wall,
top and bottom walls and side walls. The access openings
22 in the side Walls are substantially large to permit the
insertion of a pair of eye glasses or spectacles into each
compartment, such as the spectacles 38, 38 shown in FIG.
2. The hinges 28 and 30 are of the type: commonly found
in rigid spectacle cases whereby they include springs, not
shown, holding the closure walls to both an open and
a closed position. As is well known in spectacle cases,
such springs operate pasta dead center, whereby to load
the closure walls to either position, after the same have
been opened or closed beyond the dead center.
The partition wall 36 is formed centrally thereof with
upper and lower closed slots forming compartments 40
and 42, respectively, extending the length of the partition
wall. The lower compartment 32 is larger than the upper
compartment 40 in order to accommodate a pocket ar
ticle, as a comb 44. The upper compartment 40 is suffi
ciently large to accommodate a pocket article, Such as a
mail file 46. The bottom compartment 42 communicates at

This invention relates to a combined spectacle and util 0
ity case wherein two pairs of spectacles may be carried in
companion compartments of the case and Whereim there
is provided other compartments adapted for general utility
and for the carrying of small pocket articles.
An important object of the present invention is to pro
vide a case of the kind described with side compartments
for supporting spectacles and with central compartments
for supporting small pocket articles such as combs and
nail files, the case having hinged covers communicating
with the spectacle compartments and with slots in one end
thereof communicating with the central compartments.
Another object of the invention according to a modifi
cation of the invention is to provide a case of the kind
described with a seperate compartment exteriorly of the
one end with a closed vertical slot 48 formed in the end
case for supporting a Key.
18 providing an access to the compartment 42 where
A further object according to another modification of wali
by
the
comb may be inserted or extracted, a notch 50 being
the invention is to provide a case of this kind having
formed midway the ends of the slot 48 to facilitate inser
means at one end for detachably supporting a nail clipper.
of the finger of the user. The top compartment 40
For further comprehension of the invention and of the 30 tion
communicates
the same end with a closed vertical slot 52
objects and advantages thereof, reference will be had to
providing
an
access
to the compartment 40 whereby the
the following description and accompanying drawings
nail file 46 may be inserted or extracted, a notch 54 also
and to the appended claim in which the various novel fea being
formed at one side of the slot to facilitate insertion
tures of the invention are more particularly set forth.
of
the
finger of the user.
In the accompanying drawings forming a material part 3 5 In the
modified form of case 10' shown in FIG. 6, the
of this disclosure:
partition wall 36' is formed with a single slot 56 extend
FIGURE 1 is a top perspective view of a combined
ing the length of the partition wall and a semi-circular
spectacle and utility case embodying one form of the in slot
58 is formed on one of the end walls, the end Wall 20'
vention.
communicating
with the slot 58 to receive removably a
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken on the plane of 4 () pocket article, such
as the elongated magnifying glass 60,
the line 2-2 of FIG. 1.
semi-circular in cross section.
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken on the plane of the
In FIG. 7, another form of case 10” is shown wherein
line 3-3 of FIG. 2.
one of the end walls, the end wall 18” for instance, is
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken on the plane of the
formed with a hooked shaped lug 62 to support detach
line 4-4 of FIG. 3.
ably a pocket article such as a finger nail clipper 64.
FIG. 5 is a side perspective view of the case showing
FIG, 8 illustrates a case 10a embodying yet another
the side covers open and showing the pocket articles re modified
form of the invention. The case 10a is Somewhat
moved.
similar
to
the case 10 of FIG. 1 differing merely in that
FIG. 6 is a top perspective view of one end of a case
a
shallow
box-like
compartment 66 open at the top and
embodying a modified form of the invention, a pocket
adapted
to
be
closed
by a hinged cover 68 is mounted on
article being shown removed.
the top wall 14a, the hinge 70 resembling a piano hinge.
FIG. 7 is a top perspective view of one end of a case
The compartment 66 readily accommodates a pocket ar
embodying another modified form of the invention, a
ticle,
such as a key 72.
pocket article being shown removed therefrom.
While I have illustrated and described the preferred
FIG. 8 is a view similar to FIG. 1 on a reduced scale

embodiments of my invention, it is to be understood that
I do not limit myself to the precise constructions herein
disclosed and that various changes and modifications may
be made within the scope of the invention as defined in
the appended claim.
60 What is claimed is:
A case for accommodating two pairs of eye glasses,
said case comprisinga rectangular body havingside Walls,
said side walls having entrance openingS, a top Wali, a
bottom wall and end walls, a partition wall eXtending
65 centrally between the side walls dividing the interior of
the body into opposed side compartments for supporting
eye glasses, said partition wall having elongated slots
extending through the top and bottom thereof, one end
into each other. The side walls 12, 12 are formed with
wall
having entrance openings to said slots and having
access openings 22, 22 which openings are closed by

showing a case embodying still another modified form of
the invention, with the cover of the outer compartment
being shown opento expose a pocket articletherein.
Referring now in detail to the various views of the
drawings, in FIG. 1 a combined spectacle and utility case
is shown and designated generally at 10. The case 10
comprises a substantially rectangular symmetrical body
preferably formed of metal or plastic whereby to protect
the contents of the case againstbreakage. In the form il
lustrated, the case is substantially rectangular in plan With
curved ends. As viewed in FIGS. 1 and 2, the case com
prises side walls 12, 12, top wall 14, bottom wall 16 and
end walls 18, 20, the top, bottom and end Walls merging

slightly curved closure walls 24 and 26, closure Wall 24
being secured to the side of the bottom Wall 16 by a hinge

70

finger notches intersecting said entrance openings, the
top slot defining a compartment for supporting a nail
file, the bottom slot defining a compartment for support
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ing a comb, and hinged covers closing the side wall en
trance openings, one end of an inserted nail file and comb
in the respective compartments being exposed for ready
removal when the coversare closed.
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